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Westford YBLP is a program that is carefully researched and 
tailored, keeping in mind the aspirations of the youth today.

The pandemic has provided multiple challenges of
communication that the young graduates have been deprived 
o� worldwide, therefore, with the amalgamation of Skill-Based 
activities, collaborative learning and blended social interaction, 
this program has covered that gap and enabled students to 
engage with each other globally leading to a sneak-peak on 
what Westford family attracts at a global level throughout its 
degree courses. 

Westford YBLP initiative was designed carefully to motivate 
students to engage in a prototype future to better themselves 
and to uncover as well as discover a sense of purpose for the 
future. Also, with the learning and sharing experiences of the 
speakers, students would be enlightened to make decisions 
for their future.

Since today’s generation is passion driven, with the help of this 
program students would be able to make rightful decisions 
independently for their career path because they will hear it 
from the gurus of the industry on di�erent topics and identify 
the career they connect to the most. With the help of this 
program, even parents anxiety would be reduced as they will 
see the confidence level of their child increasing in the field 
they wish to go for as well as be a participant to the online 
sessions themselves.

This highly interactive 4-weeks course is always over booked 
because it is tailored to address the fourth industrial revolution 
requirements that are needed by the companies in the future, 
but we are introducing them to the youth now. 

Personal Branding, Digital ToolKit, Decoding Entrepreneurship 
and Leadership Launchpad are the courses that students 
would get an overview of in the span of 4 weeks. 
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About Westford
Youth Business
Leadership Program 
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Westford is delighted to bring back its worldwide 
successful program called “Westford Youth 
Business Leadership Program (Westford YBLP)”. 

The “free leadership program,” for the youth had 
started its journey in 2020 as a pilot project, attracting 
high school students of over 100 nationalities 
across the world. 

The success of this program was witnessed through 
the live testimonials and feedbacks received not 
only by the youth attendees, but also their parents. 

However, the craze of this program was all the 
more noticeable when Westford received 
thousands of emails and requests by the students 
from all over the world for it to come back.

What is coming back?
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Participants with 80% attendance are
awarded with a certificate of participation. 

LET US MAKE
OUR FUTURE
BETTER,
BY MAKING OUR
PRESENT GREAT.

Certification 

4    Themes
4    Weeks 
12  Sessions

A unique, practical, and results-driven program

Sample Certificate 
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Have you ever wondered how di�erent people are able to project the same thing in di�erent ways 
and, create an impact? 

OR

Why two individuals with the same qualifications have a higher chance to get the job versus the others, 
are these people just smarter than the rest of us or do they have a magical personal branding strategy?

The answers to your all questions and many more will be answered in the “Personal Branding Week”

Personal Branding is the hashtag you give to yourself. It is the 
knowledge you have about your interpersonal and intraper-
sonal skills and how you enhance it. If you want this hashtag 
to go viral, you need to learn the tricks of the game and be 
the change you wish to see in yourself. 
No longer is the term “Branding” limited to just businesses, it 
has now become an individual phenomenon.

Personal Branding

Introduction Outcome
To understand the importance of 
personal branding and its 
phenomenal impact on your 
future growth.  

Non-verbal and Verbal Communication
Golden Rules of Personal Branding
Extra-Curricular Activities shaping up personality. 

Topics Covered: 

“Your brand is what people say about you
when you are not in the room.” 

Je� Bezos, Founder of Amazon
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Digital Toolkit

Create Awareness about the impact of social media on your identity.
Re-Shape or frame your identity for the future. 

Topics Covered: 

Are you a social media geek? or Are you not on social media at all? Do you 
get judged a lot for what you post on social media? Or Are you trying too hard 
to fit-in into social media?

Some of these and many other questions
will be addressed in our Digital Toolkit Week
about social media. 
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Outcome

Digital ToolKit is a platform that will help you understand the dynamics of Social media and 
how it helps in shaping and framing your identity. This rejuvenating session will help you make 
right decisions whenever you choose any of the social media Tools to express yourself. 

To understand the dexterity of social media. 

Introduction

If not me, Who? If not now, When?

Emma Watson 
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Awareness about the courses o�ered in Entrepreneurship Program.
Describe the importance of this course in fulfilling their dreams of 
having their own business. 

Topics Covered: 

De-Coding Entrepreneurship is a journey that 
will help you understand how you are 
supposed to be the captain of your own ship 
and what will be the challenges that you will be 
facing in order to fulfill your dreams. Financial 
responsibility, making decisions and discipline 
are certain learnings by entrepreneurs which 
will be discussed deeply. 

Outcome
To learn how to cultivate skills and think out of 
the box.

Introduction

De-Coding Entrepreneurship

Have you ever thought of having  your own start- up? Has it ever occurred to you, that one day, even 
you can do your own business? 

SHOW
WHO YOU
ARE

People work better when theyknow
what the goal is and why

Elon Musk
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Leadership Launchpad

Do you get along well with all your classmates? Are you able to resolve any conflicts between friends? 
Can you work e�ciently in Teams? Are you a good Decision maker?
If your answer is a Yes to these questions, Congratulations! You deserve to be a leader and take up 
our Leadership course. 

Leadership Launchpad is your rocket to acing 
the Leaderboard. It will help you in understand-
ing the characteristics of a true leader and how, 
if you join Westford, you will be provided with 
immense opportunities to shine out and gain 
that confidence to become a leader. 

Introduction Outcome
To understand what it takes to be 
a leader by promoting wisdom, 
adding clarity to complex 
situations and facilitating self-con-
fidence. 

Topics Covered: 
Awareness about the programs and what can one achieve after  completing the course. 
Why should you be a leader?

Great achievements reminds us to
be humble, but we should always
be determined to do more. 

HH Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid
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Jonathan Paulson
EdTech | FinTech | Gen-Z & 

Millennial Brand Engagement

Roberto Croci
Managing Director - Microsoft 

for Startups MEA

Bijal Soni
Co-Founder of Hala Social, partner 

at Feyrejewelry and owns the 
Instagram handle myprdiaries

Joe Thomas
Producer, Former CEO Xeitgeist 
Entertainmemt Group  CEO SYA 

concept Australia

Justas Pikelis
Co-Founder at Monetha -

Forbes 30 Under 30 -
TEDx speaker

Emmeline Bester
Senior Manager, Intelligent Digital 

Transformation & Intelligent 
Workplace, Global Marketing at 

NTT Ltd.

Craig Fernandes
Co Founder/CEO -  Lock&Stock

Mashal Waqar
Co-founder & COO at The 

Tempest, Forbes 30 Under 30 & 
2-Time TEDx Speaker

Gaurav Singhal 
Sr. Digital Marketing Strategist Corporate Trainer & 

Consultant Entrepreneur, Panelist's Founder & CEO 

- Blue Digital Media Pvt. Ltd. (UAE, India & Malaysia)

Sangeeta Khiara 
Founder / Director at Artbeat 

Productions

Chandan Bathia
Influencer, marketing

professional and content creator

Ben Samuel 
Founder /CEO FitonClick 

Speakers &
Leaders of
Previous Year
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YBLP PARTICIPANT
DEMOGRAPHICS 

YemenFrance

Egypt

Namibia

Nigeria

Pakistan

Sudan

UAE

USA

Saudi Arabia

South Africa

Venezuela, South America

Turkey

Morocco

Bangladesh

Philippines

India

Bahrain
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Testimonials
Young Leaders enrolled in the program 
shares their experience.

“Hi, I’m a student who has enrolled in Westford’s Youth Business 
Leadership Program. Let’s begin by saying that this is a real eye 
opener. In fact, the webinar, organised by the Westford University 
College, has already entrusted me with so many secrets to 
become a great leader. This is a highly interactive program that 
made me see that learning could be truly inspiring and fun. West-
ford also o�ered me the opportunity to meet some of the best 
corporate speakers to provide me the best resources to master the 
art of management. I may also add that Westford does a truly 
remarkable job at o�ering student’s unique occasions and opportu-
nities to reach their professional goals. Moreover, I now can under-
stand the importance of key elements in the entrepreneurship field 
such as personal branding, digital toolkits, ethos and much more. 
Therefore, this program helped me to gain confidence on my own 
leadership skills by improving them. It also made me raise my 
motivation and determination to reach my ultimate ambitions while 
opening my future career in entrepreneurship. Hence, I suggest 
anyone who wants to skyrocket their leadership skills and their 
future career to participate in this exciting and incredible webinar!”

“I'm currently participating in 
the Youth Business Leader-
ship Program held by West-
ford University College. It is 
an informative and helpful 
program. The speakers and 
the teachers/professors are 
helpful and kind. This 
program has helped me to 
understand myself more 
than before. It has thought 
me how to develop my 
speaking skills and my 
personality. The speakers 
have all helped us so much 
in understanding ourselves 
and have created an impact 
on us. I'm never going to 
forget this program as it has 
helped me to understand 
and improve myself.”

Alexandra Datchanamourty
France

Farheen Badubhai
student of GEMS Our Own
English High School, UAE

Meghana Dudani
Our Own English High School,
Dubai, UAE 

“Where great research, great experiences and an excellent 
location combine with knowledgeable and compassionate sta� to 
bring an overall fantastic experience is when you know that you 
have reached Westford University College! I am so grateful for being a part of the Youth Business leadership 
program (YBLP) very well organized by the university for students all around the world and the wonderful 
speakers who have taken so much e�ort and shared their experience motivate us to achieve big! Moreover, 
the various clubs at Westford really allows us to pursue hobbies along with our dream career. Westford is the 
most up and coming University anywhere around! I am so glad I chose Westford University College.”
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“I was a part of Youth Business Leadership by Westford University college and let me tell you that it is 
so amazing. I never thought I would be interested and motivated to attend any such program. During 
the induction day the faculties left such a wonderful impression and to be honest, they are the sweet-
est people ever. I really wish to meet them in person. Talking about the program, firstly, it has made 
me disciplined. Secondly, all the speakers that came were so inspiring and they were all youngsters 
that made us teenagers feel so motivated and inspired to do something at this age. Plus, we also 
have fun and exciting quizzes after every week. Frankly, the way I use to perceive things was di�erent 
from the way I do now, all because of the learnings I received in YBLP. I would really like to thank 
Westford for such an amazing opportunity and making those three days of a week productive, 
positive, and fun. Plus, I've have made new friends due to this program. Thankful that I am a part of 
something in which I learn new things every day. So glad that I participated, would have missed out 
the lifetime opportunity otherwise.”

Westford Youth Business Leadership Program started with a vision of training the young 
minds to become leaders from a very nascent stage, unlike many other programs that 
concentrate just on adults, we decided to take one step forward and we were not wrong 
in our decision. GenZ truly broke all the stereotypes that came towards them and in fact 
proved that they are here to make a di�erence. 

Krina Mehta
UAE

This was just a glimpse of the many testimonies provided by the students, and the 
victorious ending of the leadership program for 2020.

"Talent wins games, but teamwork and
intelligence win championships." 

Michael Jordan
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About Westford
University College 

GREAT PLACE
FOR EDUCATION

Westford University College is one of the leading business schools, 
located in the UAE o�ering quality educational deliveries across 
under-graduate, graduate and vocational professional programs carrying 
significant value and recognition from awarding bodies and accredited 
universities with presence in the UK, Lebanon, US, Africa, India, and 
UAE. Our strategic partnerships and understanding of evolving industry 
requirements with deep analysis of economic realities ensure that we 
o�er a meaningful and diverse portfolio of management, fashion, and 
technology- based programs. We have developed an integrated alliance 
with Liverpool John Moores University, UK, Canterbury Christ Church 
University in the UK, University of Gloucestershire, UK, Girne American 
University, North Cyprus, Cardi� Metropolitan University in the UK, and 
UCAM in Spain.

Over thousands of students from more than 116 di�erent countries are studying at Westford and they 
have become an integral part of a learning community that promotes critical thinking, experiential 
learning, innovation, and enterprise.

The institution has been recognized for excellence in educational delivery and e�cient learning 
pedagogies. Several accolades were o�ered across the period 2015-20. We have been prestigiously 
awarded by the Forbes Middle East in 2019, received MENAA award for ‘Best Corporate Brand’ 2019, 
Asian Education Leadership Award for ‘Asia’s Best Emerging Business School’, Middle East’s ‘Best 
International Business College’ in 2017, Global Brands Magazine Award 2020 for Fastest Growing 
Online MBA Provider, Great Place to Work 2020 and Rank #1 as the Great Place to Work for women in 
the GCC-2020. And the only educational institute to be in the Top 30 Best Place to Work in the UAE!

Presence in
6 countries

Over thousands of
diverse students from
116+ countries

Awarded by
Forbes-2019
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Sports Business
Media, Culture and
Communications 
Business Psychology 
Fashion
International Business  
Computing
Level 3 Foundation Program 

 YBLP Youth Business Leadership
Programme

Westford University College is providing SCHOLARSHIPS to undergraduate students, enrolled from 
this program:

80% 50%

7 Student
gets up to 80%
scholarship.

14 Students
get up to 50%
scholarship. 

*1 student per program 

Undergraduate
Programs: 

*2 students per program 



+971 552 272114, +971 527 027155 
info@westford.org.uk       www.mywestford.com

INDIA -2P/2nd  Floor, National Builders Building,
Near Changampuzha Park Metro Station, Kochi, Kerala 

UK-The Sherrington Building, Magdalen Centre,
The Oxford Science Park, Oxford OX4 4GA, UK. 

Westford University College Building, Tijarah 3,
Behind Sharjah Expo, Al Tawun, Sharjah, UAE

Block E, 1st Floor, Sharjah Book Authority
Building, Al Zahia, Sharjah, UAE

Post Box no. 50325, Fujairah - UAE

Office No 206, RAKIA Business Centre 3,
Ras Al Khaimah - UAE


